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Welcome to Silver Fox
Welcome to the Silver Fox label solutions catalogue, covering our
innovative and time saving labelling solutions. This is release 6.0. We
have an ongoing program of software, printer and label development,
please check online to ensure you have the latest release of this catalogue.
Overview:
Silver Fox develops and manufactures labelling solutions in the UK. This gives the benefit of
better control as well as flexibility in developing solutions that can be focused directly to your
particular project needs.
As a UK manufacturer we take quality, reliability and consistency very seriously. We have been
ISO accredited since 2004. For us, that is just the beginning. For example, to ensure the best
long term durability and performance of our labels, we always choose the very highest quality
materials. The durability of our solutions is demonstrated by the results of the independent tests
to which we have subjected our labels.
Commitment to the environment:
In 2002 Silver Fox introduced a comprehensive environmental initiative. This has included a
program of replacing all heating units throughout our complex to the latest high efficiency
standards. We have systematically improved building insulation; and using Solar Panels, we
have generated in excess of 14,000 KW of green electricity just 3 years.
Where in the world?
Wherever you are in the world, you can choose Silver Fox solutions:
From our growing network of distributors.
Directly from our website
Contact our sales department
Availability of our solutions is ex-stock (depending on qualities). Deliveries are between: next
working day, up to 5 working days or depending on your location.
Why choose Silver Fox?
Service and support:
Our view is different. The Silver Fox sales department is your representative in our business.
They are there to help and advise you and ensure your inquiry/order is dealt with quickly and
efficiently, saving you time and resources.
Time savings:
Working on feedback from engineers across the world, our solutions are continuously developed
to save a considerable amount of project time.
Long term quality and reliability:
To ensure the best long term durability and performance, we always choose the very highest
quality materials. The durability of our solutions is supported by a program of demanding
independent tests. To ensure these tests are as realistic as possible we ALWAYS test the
finished printed label and not just the material, unless the test specification calls for “material
only” such as LS0H and UL94 tests on our Fox-Flo tie on cable labels.

www.silverfox.co.uk
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Some Projects and Clients
Silver Fox supply labels for the rail Industry, for projects on the
London Underground and Network Rail.

We supply to a range of International Oil & Gas Operators for projects in the North Sea
and the Middle East.
Photo by Hakon Thingstad / CC BY

We have supplied a number of airports including:
Dubai Airport Terminal 3 and Muscat Airport.

Photo by Hugh Llewelyn / CC BY

Photo by Prasad Pillai / CC BY

Click here for full reference list

www.silverfox.co.uk
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Label Solutions Guide

Fox-in-a-Box®
Labacus Software
and Thermal Printer

Labacus Software*

Ordinary Office
Laser Printer
*Choose from Basic, Standard, Advance or Professional levels

Silver Fox also offers a pre-print service.
To find out more call us on +44 (0) 1707 37 37 27
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Label Solutions Guide

Thermal Solutions*
Fox-Flo® Low-smoke Zero-halogen
Tie-on Cable Labels

Fox® Tie-on Labels

Legend™ Tie-on Cable Labels - Thermal

Legend™ Low-smoke Zero-halogen
Heatshrink

Legend™ Premium Heatshrink

Legend™ Non-shrink Tubing

Legend™ 2-part Labelling System

Prolab® Wrap-around Cable Labels

Prolab® Asset Labels

Prolab® Raised Profile Labels

Endurance® Valve Tags

*Same Software, Same Printer, Same Ribbon

Laser Solutions
Legend™ Tie-on Cable Labels - Laser

Legend™ 2-part Labelling System

Prolab® Wrap-around Cable Labels

Prolab® Optical Fibre Labels

Prolab® P/TAG Equipment Labels

Prolab® Patch Panel Labels

Prolab® Wiring/Connector
Blocks Labels
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Label Solutions Guide

Endurance Range
Endurance® External Grade
Pipe-Identification Tape

Endurance® Modular ID System

Endurance® Valve Tags

Endurance® Laser Engraved Labels

Other Solutions
Traffolyte Engraved Labels

Internal Grade
Pipe-Identification Tape

Dome Labels

Solar Panel Warning Labels

Warning Labels and Signs

Optical Fibre Warning Labels

Stainless Steel Engraved Labels

Metal Engraved Tags
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Software Download Instructions

Labacus Innovator® Software

Download Information
1.

Go to www.silverfox.co.uk

2.

Choose ‘Software Solutions’ from the left-hand side menu

3.

Select ‘Labacus Innovator®’

4.

Click ‘Download’ - Complete the form and click ‘Submit’

5.

When running, users are given 3 individual days trial of each level of software
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Labacus Innovator® Software
Rather than re-invent our software every few years, or buy in an externally
produced general labelling software, the Silver Fox 32 bit Labacus Innovator
labelling software has been evolved and improved since its introduction in 1999.
Perhaps because of this, it is widely recognised as the most user friendly and
powerful solution available in it’s field.
Labacus Innovator is not based on an external proprietary engine, it is written from
the ground up. Thus it can be systematically improved in line with the evolving
needs and expectations of our users.
These free of charge improvements form part of our commitment to offer our users
the very best in operational functionality, thus helping them to save the maximum
time, and helping to turn time into profit.
All updates and improvements are free of charge via our unique automated web
update functionality incorporated into our software. These regular updates often
include functionality improvements based on feedback from engineers across the
world, all helping to make an even better solution.
Just as there is no charge for keeping up to date there is no annual support charge
or annual license fee.
There are 4 levels of software:
 Basic – Free
 Standard
 Advanced
 Professional

Whether you choose Basic/Standard/Advanced you are not locked in and can
seamlessly upgrade at any time in the future to a higher level.

Basic Level

Standard Level

Advanced Level

Professional Level
10

Labacus Innovator® Software

One download.
Trial: Standard, Advanced, Professional
each for 3 separate days.

Totally graphical user interface.

Internal videos
Learn software in 5 minutes.

Context sensitive help module.
11

Labacus Innovator® Software

Bar Codes, QR codes and Graphics

Modern intuitive user interface.

Fully automatic USB port identification.
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Labacus Innovator® Software
Basic Version

Product Code: LIB Web download.

A new software level that enables you to type or cut and paste
your information into the label template.
Only suitable for Laser Labels. Thermal Labels see Fox-ina-Box: Standard, Advanced, Professional and Professional
Satellite levels.
Basic level is a free software and included at download are
three separate trial days of each of Standard, Advanced and
Professional levels.

Copy and Paste into software

 Cut / Paste information.
 Context sensitive help
module.
 Includes internal video
support.

Benefits
 Includes templates for
full range of Silver fox
laser labels.
 Free software.
 Seamlessly
Upgradable to
Standard/Advanced/
Professional.

Related Products:
Standard Level
P.14

VERSION COMPARISON

There are 4 levels of software: Basic, Standard, Advanced and Professional. Compare
Functionality. Seamlessly upgrade between levels at any time.

Back to Top

Advanced
Level P.15
Professional
Level P.16
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Labacus Innovator® Software
Standard Version

Product Code: LIS Purchase licence.

Labacus Innovator Standard is pre-loaded with the templates for
all the Silver Fox label range, making it ideal for simple builds.


Cut & paste into software from any Windows application.



Type in information or generate a sequence.



Save / recall jobs in the normal windows way.

For A4 laser labels print using ordinary office laser printer.
However, for thermal labels please review Fox-in-a-Box starter
pack.
Trial each of Standard/ Advanced/ Professional/ Professional
Satellite levels for 3 separate days as part of software download.
Copy and Paste into software

 Cut / Paste information.
 Context sensitive help
module.
 Includes internal video
support.
 Update FOC via
automated web update
functionality.

Benefits
 Includes templates for
full range of Silver fox
labels.
 Ultra Low cost standard
starter level Fox-in-aBox.
 Seamlessly upgradable
to Advanced/
Professional.

Related Products:
Basic Level
P.13

VERSION COMPARISON

There are 4 levels of software: Basic, Standard, Advanced and Professional. Compare
Functionality. Seamlessly upgrade between levels at any time.

Back to Top

Advanced
Level P.15
Professional
Level P.16
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Labacus Innovator® Software
Advanced Version

Product Code: LIA Purchase licence.

Labacus Innovator Advanced includes everything from the Standard
level. Additionally, import/ merge columns from csv file. Manually
override font auto-sizing.
Produce multi-line jobs, save time on constructing jobs using patented
“cogging” functionality. Produce more than one build in same job.
In addition to printing A4 laser label sheets with ordinary office laser
printer, Advanced also includes options for colour/ font/ background/
resistor colour coding (colour laser required).
For thermal labels please review Fox-in-a-Box starter pack. Trial each of
the Standard/ Advanced/ Professional levels for 3 separate days as part
of software download.

 Merge columns on
Import.
 Time saving updates
FOC.
 Patented “cogging”
functionality.
 Copy job from one label
to another.

Selecting and merging columns

Benefits
 Trial software FOC.
 Multiple lined labels.
 Choose font and size for
complete job.
 Resistor colour coding.
 Colour label options via colour laser.
KEEPING YOU UP TO DATE
Our Advanced software is equipped with unique automated web update functionality. Licensed users
automatically receive FOC updates over the web. Non-web enabled Licence holders can contact our
sales department to arrange for their FOC update. Guide: updates usually every 12 – 18 months.
ARE YOU RUNNING THE LATEST VERSION?
Check you are running the latest version: Comparing release number on your “Help About” screen to
the release number on our download page.
VERSION COMPARISON
Silver Fox offer 4 levels of software: Basic, Standard, Advanced and Professional. Compare
functionality. Seamlessly upgrade between levels at any time.

Back to Top

Related Products:
Basic Level
P.13

Standard Level
P.14

Professional
Level P.16
15

Labacus Innovator® Software
Professional Version

Product Code: LIP Purchase licence.

Labacus Innovator Professional includes everything in Basic, Standard
& Advanced.
Plus, xls. spreadsheet import including: full/part cells exclude headings,
merge columns, “cross ferruling”, variable quantities of each cable ID.
Drag/drop graphics into label and produce bar codes and QR
codes.
Issue control option: send locked jobs to remote user for printing on
Professional Satellite software

 Cross ferruling in
seconds.

For thermal labels please review Fox-in-a-Box starter pack. Trial each of
Standard/Advanced/Professional levels for 3 separate days as part of
software download.

 Send locked jobs to
satellite software.

Variable duplication of Cable Idents

 Variable duplication of
cable labels.

 Produce bar codes and
import graphics.

Benefits
 Try for 3 separate days
FOC.
 Licensed users keep up
to date FOC.
 Graphics and bar
codes.

KEEPING YOU UP TO DATE
Our Professional software is equipped with unique automated web update functionality. Licensed users
automatically receive these updates over the web FOC. Non-web enabled Licence holders can contact our sales
department to arrange for their free update. Generally updates are every 12 - 18 months.

ARE YOU RUNNING THE LATEST VERSION?
Check you are running the latest version: Compare release number on your “Help About” screen on our download
page.

VERSION COMPARISON
Silver Fox offer 4 levels of software: Basic, Standard, Advanced and Professional. Compare functionality.
Seamlessly upgrade between levels at any time.

Back to Top

Related Products:
Basic Level
P.13

Standard Level
P.14

Advanced
Level P.15
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Labacus Innovator® Software
Professional Satellite Version
Pass a locked job from the Professional level to any other
user, (who can have any level of software) via email.
Regardless of the level of software you have on your desktop,
by opening the email attachment, it will automatically open in
a satellite version of the software.
Users can view and print the job - but no changes can be
made.

 Send a locked job to
any user.
 Users are able to
download and print jobs
in no time.
 Email any user, to any
level of software.

KEEPING YOU UP TO DATE
Our Professional software is equipped with unique automated web update functionality.
Licensed users automatically receive these updates over the web FOC. Non-web enabled
Licence holders can contact our sales department to arrange for their free update. Generally
updates are every 12 - 18 months.

ARE YOU RUNNING THE LATEST VERSION?

Related Products:

Check you are running the latest version: Compare release number on your “Help About” screen
on our download page.

Standard
Level P.14

VERSION COMPARISON

Advanced
Level P.15

Silver Fox offer 4 levels of software: Basic, Standard, Advanced and Professional. Compare
functionality. Seamlessly upgrade between levels at any time.

Professional
Level P.16
Back to Top
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RoHS Compliant ✔

Thermal Printer
Fox-in-a-Box
Get started with our thermal (and laser) label ranges with the
Fox-in-a-Box labelling starter kit.
This includes: DTP1 Plug’N’Play thermal printer (300 dpi),
printer lead, full length ribbon, picture based set-up instructions
and software Standard/ Advanced/ Professional (depending on
individual needs).
Whichever software level chosen they all include full range of
our thermal AND laser label templates. Everything you need in
a box: “Fox-in-a-Box.”
3 LEVELS – WHICH TO CHOOSE?

 Change and print
labels seamlessly.
 Automatic USB port
identification.
 Same software, same
printer, same ribbon
for all thermal labels.

Benefits

Level chosen will depend on functionality required: Standard, Advanced, Professional. Each level offers
more powerful, time saving functionality. For more information:

 3 levels of software.



Call us on +44 (0) 1707 37 37 27 or email us sales@silverfox.co.uk

 Seamlessly upgrade.



Review comparison chart



Download Software (includes 3 separate days of trial of Standard, Advanced & Professional)

 Everything in one box.

SEAMLESS UPGRADE PATH
Having chosen your level of Fox-in-a-Box you are not locked in. Our software allows you to
seamlessly upgrade at any time in the future.
PRINTING COMPATIBILITY

 Software updates
FOC.
 Quiet in operation.
 Free support.

To make it easier all thermal templates pre-loaded onto Standard/Advanced/Professional levels. Then to
make it even easier, use same printer and same ribbon for the entire range.
PLUG’N’PLAY PRINTING FOR SEAMLESS OPERATION
To make printing labels even easier, Silver Fox have integrated thermal printer driver within our software
ensures seamless switching between different label types, saving time and removing label waste. This
together with automated USB port selection - True Plug’N’Play.

ORDER INFORMATION
Product Code

Printer Model

Software Version

FIAB-STD

DTP-1/300

Labacus® Innovator Standard

FIAB-ADV

DTP-1/300

Labacus® Innovator Advanced

FIAB-PRO

DTP-1/300

Labacus® Innovator Professional

Back to Top

Related Products:
Labacus
Innovator P.13
DTP1 Thermal
Printer P.19
Thermal
Ribbons P.20
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RoHS Compliant ✔

Thermal Printer
DTP1 ‘Plug‘N’Play Thermal Printer
The DTP1/300 Plug’N’Play is a 300 dpi thermal printer that is
ideal for both small and large volumes.

 Easy change ribbon.

It has a small footprint, it fits easily next to your computer and is
also very quiet, so can be used in normal office environments.

 Plug’N’Play printer
driver.

The 300 metre ribbon is really easy to fit and change and will
last for example for approximately 24,000 25mm heat-shrink/
non-shrink labels.

 Seamless changes
between labels.

For a chart on how many labels you can produce with one 300M
roll click here.
Benefits
 Low running costs.

ORDER INFORMATION
Product Code

Resolution

Pack Qty

 Quiet – can be used in
office.

DTP-1/300

300dpi

1 Unit

 Highly robust.
 300 DPI.
 Same printer whole
range of labels.
 Integrates with Labacus
Innovator Software.

Related
Labacus
Innovator P.13
Fox-In-A-Box
P.18

Thermal
Ribbons P.20
Back to Top
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RoHS Compliant ✔

Thermal Printer
Thermal Ribbon
Uniquely, there is just one ribbon (TSR3/300/110) that covers the
entire range of Silver Fox thermal labels printed via our
DTP1/300 Plug‘N’Play printer.
There is also an option of narrower ribbon (TSR3/300/60)
available for certain label types, helping to further control running
costs. (See below).
How many labels can I print from 1 ribbon?
Product

TSR3/300/110

TSR3/300/60

Length 300(m), Width 110
(mm)

Length 300(m), Width 60
(mm)

Labels per ribbon guide:

Labels per ribbon guide:

3,000

3,000

Fox-Flo Tie-on labels
70mm length, 10mm width

7,500

7,500

Fox® Tie-on labels
80mm length

3,600

3,600

Legend™ Heat-Shrink
25mm length

12/24,000**

12/24,000**

Legend™ Non-Shrink
10mm length

12/24,000**

12/24,000**

Legend™ 2 - Part labels
30mm and 50mm

50,000

50,000

Legend™ 2 - Part labels 20mm

100, 000

N/A

Legend™ Tie-on cable labels

23,000

N/A

Prolab Wrap around thermal
labels

27,000

N/A

Asset Tag Labels 60 x 10mm

40,000

N/A

4,500

4,500

Fox-Flo® Tie-on labels
90mm length, 15 & 25mm width

Colour

TSR3

TSR4

*

***

®

®

®

Endurance Valve Tags
60 x 50mm

*Specify colour when ordering. Please note: Colours shown are for indicative purposes only – shades may vary.
**Assuming 2 reels are printing at the same time.

Back to Top

***Special requirements when using white ribbon on labels, contact
our sales department.

Related
Labacus
Innovator P.13
Fox-In-A-Box
P.18

DTP1 Thermal
Printer P.19
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RoHS Compliant ✔

Thermal Labels
Fox-Flo®
Fox-Flo tie-on cable labels are ideal for internal and external*
applications. Using very high grade material ensures these
cables’ long term durability and reliability.
Extensively independently tested for: Salt Mist Spray, High/
Low temperature, H2S, 8000 hours Accelerated UV, Smoke
Toxicity and Flame Propagation.

 Plug‘N’Play minimal
set-up time.
 Replicate variable
quantities of cable
ID’s.**
 4 colours ex-stock.
 Same software/printer/
ribbon.

Fox-Flo labels are also available in Orange on request.
*Users should satisfy themselves as to the suitability for their application.

**Professional software.

Benefits

ORDER INFORMATION
Label Dims
(mm)

Labels per
Roll

Rolls per
Pack

Labels
per Pack

LCLZ2-5010T**

50 x 10

750

3

2250

LCLZ2-7010T**

70 x 10

550

3

1650

LCLZ1-5015T**

50 x 15

160

2/5

320 / 800

LCLZ1-5025T**

50 x 25

160

2/3

320 / 480

LCLZ1-7015T**

70 x 15

150

2/5

300 / 750

LCLZ1-7025T**

70 x 25

150

2/3

300 / 450

LCLZ1-9015T**

90 x 15

140

2/5

280 / 700

LCLZ1-9025T**

90 x 25

140

2/3

280 / 420

Related Products:

LCLZ1-11015T**

110 x 15

120

2/5

240 / 600

Fox Labels

LCLZ1-11025T**

110 x 25

120

2/3

240 / 360

**Specify colour and pack size when ordering. Please note: Colours shown are for indicative purposes only – shades may vary.

Fox-Flo Labels are
approved for use:
Back to Top

Colour
Options

 Plug‘N’Play eliminates
waste.

Product Code

 Independently Product
Tested.
 Certificates of
conformity FOC.
 Approved by Network
Rail & LUL.

P.22

Thermal Tie-on
P.23

Laser Tie-on
P.33
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Print using our DTP –
1/300 Thermal Printer.

RoHS Compliant ✔

Thermal Labels
Fox® Labels
Highly durable tie-on cable label offering a low cost high volume
labelling solution for cables.
Available in 2 colours, yellow and white, 2 different widths and a
variety of lengths.
ORDER INFORMATION
Product Code

Label Dims Labels per
(mm)
Roll

Rolls per
pack

Labels per
Pack

Colour
Options

 Plug‘N’Play minimal setup time.
 Replicate variable
quantities of cable ID’s.*
 2 colours ex-stock.
 Same software/printer/
ribbon.

LCLP1-10015T*

100 x 15

120

5

600

LCLP1-10025T*

100 x 25

120

3

360

LCLP1-8015T*

80 x 15

140

5

700

LCLP1-8025T*

80 x 25

140

3

420

LCLP1-6015T*

60 x 15

150

5

750

 Plug‘N’Play eliminates
waste.

LCLP1-6025T*

60 x 25

150

3

450

 Low cost Tie-on Label.

*Professional software.

Benefits

*Specify colour and pack size when ordering. Please note: Colours shown are for indicative purposes only – shades may vary.

Related Products:
Fox Flo Labels
P.21

Thermal Tie-on
P.23

Laser Tie-on
P.33

Back to Top
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Material: Polyester,
Thickness: 175 microns

Print using our DTP –
1/300 Thermal Printer.

RoHS Compliant ✔

Thermal Labels
Legend™ Tie-on Polyester
Made from polyester, this is a highly durable label solution.
It has been independently tested for Salt Mist Spray, High/
Low temperature, H2S and Humidity.
Use this label where a thermal solution is preferred and
there’s no requirement for LS0H or UV resistance.
Ideal for larger cables and cable bundles and for use with
nylon or stainless steel cable ties, our thermal printable
Legend™ tie-on cable labels are made from durable
polyester. Suitable for internal applications.
ORDER INFORMATION
Product Code
LM9013TY

 Plug’N’Play minimal
set-up time.
 Replicate variable
quantities of cable
ID’s.
 Same software/printer/
ribbon.

Benefits
 Plug’N’Play eliminates
waste.
 Independently tested.

Label Dims
(mm)

Labels per
Roll

Rolls per
Pack

Labels per
Pack

90 x 13

3000

1

3000

Colour
Options

 Certificates of
conformity FOC.
 Ideal for low cost
projects.

Related Products:
Fox-Flo Labels
P.21

Fox Labels P.22

Back to Top

Tie-on Polyester Labels
are approved for use:

Laser Tie-on
P.33
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Material: Polyolefin, min.
Shrink Temperature: 90°C
(full recovery)
Print using our DTP –
1/300 Thermal Printer.

RoHS Compliant ✔

Thermal Labels
Premium Heat Shrink Tubing
Soft and flexible heat-shrink with a 3-1 shrink down ratio and
a lower shrink down temperature.

 Print 2 rolls at the same
time.

Print 2 rolls at once saving time and ribbon. Choose label
lengths in software from 25mm to 100mm*. Supplied in print
ready dispenser packs.

 Print speed.

Extensively independently tested.

 Supplied in ready to
print dispenser packs.

*Longer on request.

 Print both ends at the
same time.*
 Faster from lower shrink
down temperature.

*Professional software.

Benefits

ORDER INFORMATION
Cable ID Ø
Expanded
(mm)

Cable ID Ø
Recovered
(mm)

Roll Length
(m)

Rolls per
Pack

Total Pack
Length (m)

LHS/R/3-1T(PF)**

3.0

1.0

22

8

176

 Same software, same
printer, same ribbon
for all thermal label
types.

LHS/R/4.8-1.6T(PF)**

4.8

1.6

22

6

132

 No limit on length.

LHS/R/6-2T(PF)**

6.0

2.0

22

6

132

LHS/R/12-4T(PF)**

12.0

4.0

18

4

72

LHS/R/24-8T(PF)**

24.0

8.0

13

2

26

LHS/R/39-13T(PF)**

39.0

13.0

10

1

10

Product Code

Colour
Options

 No limit on
characters.

**Specify colour when ordering

Related Products:
LS0H Heat
Shrink P.25
Non-Shrink
Tubing P.26

Back to Top
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Material: Polyolefin,
Min. Shrink
Temperature: 115°C
(full recovery)
Print using our DTP –
1/300 Thermal Printer.

RoHS Compliant ✔

Thermal Labels
LS0H Heat Shrink Tubing
High grade LSZH heat-shrink with a 2-1 shrink down.
Soft and flexible heat-shrink with a lower shrink down
temperature. Print 2 rolls at once saving time and ribbon.
Choose label lengths in software from 25mm
100mm*. Supplied in print ready dispenser packs.

to

 Print speed.
 Print both ends at the
same time.*
 Lower shrink down
temperature.
 Supplied in ready to
print dispenser packs.

Extensively independently tested.
*Longer on request.

*Professional software.

Benefits

ORDER INFORMATION
Cable ID Ø
Expanded
(mm)

Cable ID Ø
Recovered
(mm)

LHZ2/R/2.4-1.2TY(PF)**

2.4

1.2

22

8

176

LHZ2/R/3.2-1.6TY(PF)**

3.2

1.6

22

8

176

LHZ2/R/4.8-2.4TY(PF)**

4.8

2.4

18

6

108

LHZ2/R/6.4-3.2TY(PF)**

6.4

3.2

18

6

108

LHZ2/R/9.5-4.8TY(PF)**

9.5

4.8

18

4

72

LHZ2/R/12.7-6.4TY(PF)**

12.7

6.4

18

4

72

Product Code

 Print 2 rolls at the
same time.

**Specify colour when ordering

Total Pack
Roll
Rolls per
Length
Length (m)
Pack
(m)

Colour
Options

 Same software, same
printer, same ribbon
for all thermal label
types.
 No limit on length.
 No limit on characters.

Related Products:
Premium
Heat Shrink
P.24

Non-Shrink
Tubing P.26

LS0H Heat Shrink is
approved for use:
Back to Top
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Material: PVC

Print using our DTP –
1/300 Thermal Printer.

RoHS Compliant ✔

Thermal Labels
Legend™ Non-Shrink Tubing
Ideal solution for marking wires. Saves time & material cost
against individual ferrules.
Hazardous areas: No hot gun permit required.
Shape specially designed to grip wire. Does not slide
down.
Print 2 rolls at once saves time & ribbon. Choose label
lengths in software from 25mm to 100mm*. Supplied in
print ready dispenser packs.
Blue available for intrinsically safe circuits.
Extensively independently tested.

 Alternative to Heat-Shrink,
no hot gun permit required
 Use instead of individual
ferrules.
 Print up to 25,000 labels
in 4 hours.
 Print 2 rolls at the same
time.
 Print both ends at the
same time - use
professional level.

Benefits

*Longer on request.

 Same software, same printer,
same ribbon for all thermal
label types.

 Extensive independent
testing.

ORDER INFORMATION

 UK made, ensure
consistency

Product Code

Wire/Cable
OD Ø (mm)

Roll Length
(m)

Rolls per
Pack

Total Pack
Length (m)

Colour
Options

 No limit on length, or number
of characters.

 Special oval shape ensures
LNST2-1(150)T**

2-1

150

2

300

LNST3-1(100)T**

3-1

100

2

200

LNST4-2(75)T**

4-2

75

2

150

LNST5-3(50)T**

5-3

50

2

100

LNST6-4(30)T**

6-4

30

2

60

**Specify colour when ordering. Please Note: Colours shown are for indicative purposes only – shades may vary.

grip on wire.

Related Products:
LS0H Heat
Shrink P.25
Premium Heat
Shrink P.24

Non-Shrink tubing is
approved for use:
Back to Top
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1

2

3

RoHS Compliant ✔

Material: Polypropylene
Print using our DTP –
1/300 Thermal Printer.

Thermal Labels
Legend™ 2-Part Labels
Particular benefits of 2-part system are changes can be made
to ident at any time without cutting it off the wire.
Other benefits include: characters in line, ident protected in
tubing, ident can be lined up for easy reading.
Depending on number of characters required – 3 lengths
available, 20mm, 30mm and 50mm.

 Ideal for large volumes.
 Change ident without
cutting wire.

Supplied in print ready dispenser packs.
Extensively independently tested.
Benefits
ORDER INFORMATION
Label Dims
(mm)

Labels per
Roll

Rolls per
Pack

Labels per
Pack

L6/20T

20 x 5

5000

1

5000

L6/30T

30 x 5

5000

1

5000

L6/50T

50 x 5

5000

1

5000

Product Code

Colour
Options

 Same software, same
printer, same ribbon
for all thermal label
types.
 Change ident without
cutting wire.
 Ident protected in
tubing.

Related Products:
2-Part Tubing
P.28

Laser 2-Part
Labels P.34

Back to Top
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Material: PVC

1

RoHS Compliant ✔
2

2-Part Labelling System
3

Legend™ 2-Part Tubing
With 2-part system both the thermal and laser labels. High
grade PVC tubing offers excellent flexibility and durability
supplied in 3 lengths to match the lengths of the labels.

Print using our DTP –
1/300 Thermal Printer.

ORDER INFORMATION
Wire/Cable
OD Ø (mm)

Tube Length (mm)

Unit Quantity

LT/1-2/20

1.25 - 2.5

20

1000

LT/1-2/30

1.25 - 2.5

30

1000

LT/1-2/50

1.25 - 2.5

50

1000

LT/2-4/20

2.5 - 4.0

20

1000

LT/2-4/30

2.5 - 4.0

30

1000

LT/2-4/50

2.5 - 4.0

50

1000

LT/3-5/20

3.0 - 5.0

20

1000

LT/3-5/30

3.0 - 5.0

30

1000

LT/3-5/50

3.0 - 5.0

50

1000

LT/4-7/20

4.0 - 7.0

20

500

LT/4-7/30

4.0 - 7.0

30

500

LT/4-7/50

4.0 - 7.0

50

500

LT/6-10/20

6.0 - 10.0

20

500

LT/6-10/30

6.0 - 10.0

30

500

LT/6-10/50

6.0 - 10.0

50

500

LT/10-14/20

10.0 - 14.0

20

500

LT/10-14/30

10.0 - 14.0

30

500

LT/10-14/50

10.0 - 14.0

50

500

Product Code

Back to Top

Benefits
 Special profile ensures
better printed
performance.

 Extra high grade virgin
PVC.

 Extensively
independently tested.

Related Products:
Thermal 2-Part
Labels P.27
Laser 2-Part
Labels P.34
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Material: Self-adhesive
Polyethylene, Thickness
105 microns
Print using our DTP –
1/300 Thermal Printer.

RoHS Compliant ✔

Thermal Labels
Prolab® Wrap-Around Self Laminating
Cable Labels
Some self-laminating wrap round labels in range also
include, special option of “deep” print area to reproduce
ident all around cable. Strong acrylic adhesive for long
term bonding.

 Pre-cut for rapid
removal from roll.

Supplied in print ready dispenser packs.

 Wide choice of sizes,
fit cable OD Ø 5mm 8mm.

Extensively independently tested for extreme conditions
including High/Low Temperature, Salt Mist Spray and H2S.

 Supplied in specially
designed dispenser
packs.

Benefits
ORDER INFORMATION

 Ideal for large runs.

Product Code

Cable
OD Ø
(mm)

Printable
Labels per
Area
Roll
(mm)

PSA1/07/2512T

5-7

25 x 12

7000

1

7000

PSA1/08/2519T

5-8

25 x 19

5000

1

5000

PSA1/08/2524T

5-8

25 x 24

5000

1

5000

Rolls per
Pack

Labels per
Pack

Colour
Options

 Same software, same
printer, same ribbon.

Related Products:
Laser Wrap
Arounds P.35

Non-Shrink tubing is
approved for use:
Back to Top

Optical Fibre
Flag Labels
P.36
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Material: Self-adhesive
Polyester, Thickness:
56 microns.
Print using our DTP –
1/300 Thermal Printer.

RoHS Compliant ✔

Thermal Labels
Prolab® Asset Tag Labels
Asset labels are available in white or silver, with strong acrylic
adhesive. Produce data, barcodes*, graphics* according to
your needs. Different sizes available on request.
Supplied in print ready dispenser packs. Use same software/
printer/ribbon as all our thermal range.
Extensively independently tested.
*Barcodes and Graphics can be used on any label via the Professional software.

ORDER INFORMATION

Benefits

Label Dims
(mm)

Labels per
Roll

Rolls per
Pack

Labels per
Pack

P/AT01/5025T**

50 x 25

2500

1

2500

P/AT01/6010T**

60 x 10

5000

1

5000

Product Code

**Specify colour when ordering. Please Note: Colours shown are for indicative purposes only – shades may vary.

Colour
Options

 Extensively
independently tested.
 Same software, same
printer, same ribbon
for all thermal label
types.
 Hi-grade adhesive.

Back to Top
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RoHS Compliant ✔

Print using our DTP –
1/300 Thermal Printer.

Thermal Labels
Prolab® Raised Profile Labels
Coming soon

Back to Top
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Material: PVC,
Thickness: 56 microns
Print using our DTP –
1/300 Thermal Printer.

RoHS Compliant ✔

Thermal Labels
Endurance® Valve Tags
A quick and simple way of producing valve and equipment tags
using the same software, printer and ribbon as our entire
thermal range.

Can be used in conjunction with Standard, Advanced and
Professional level of software.
Advanced offers multiple lines, Professional offers symbols,
and graphics.
ORDER INFORMATION
Product Code

Label Dims
(mm)

Labels per
Roll

Rolls per
Pack

Labels per
Pack

EVTP1-6050T

60 x 50

150

2

300

EVTP1-8050T

80 x 50

140

2

280

Colour
Options

Benefits
 Same software, same
printer, same ribbon
for all thermal label
types.

**Specify colour when ordering

Related Products:
Modular ID
P.42

Pipeline ID
Tape P.41

Back to Top
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Material: Polyester,
Thickness: 175 microns

RoHS Compliant ✔

Laser Labels
Legend™ Tie-on Polyester
Legend polyester laser printable tie-on cable labels are supplied
in A4 sheets. They are designed to be printed through a
standard office laser printer. Up to 60 labels can be produced in
just 20 seconds.
Labels are pre-perforated within sheets for fast removal.
Significantly faster method than traditional manual systems

 Print up to 60 labels in
20 seconds.
 Replicate variable
quantities of cable
ID’s.*

Mainly for internal applications.

 Pre-perforated A4
sheet.

For more information on all independent testing click here.

* Professional Software

Benefits
 No special equipment
required – print with
ordinary laser printer.

ORDER INFORMATION
Product Code

Label Dims
Labels
(mm)
per Sheet

Sheets
per Pack

Labels per
Pack

Colour
Options

 Independently tested.

LS6013L*

60 x 13

60

10 / 100

600 / 6000

 Certificates of
conformity FOC.

LM9013L*

90 x 13

40

10 / 100

400 / 4000

 Ideal for time saving.

LXL9020L*

90 x 20

24

10 / 100

240 / 2400

*Specify colour and pack size when ordering. Please note: Colours shown are for indicative purposes only – shades may vary.

Related Products:
Fox-Flo Labels
P.21

Fox Labels
P.22

Thermal Tie-on
P.23

Back to Top
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1

2

3

RoHS Compliant ✔
Material: Polyester,
Sheet size: A4

Laser Labels
Legend™ 2-Part Labels
Particular benefits of 2-part system: changes can be made to
ident at any time without cutting it off the wire. Other benefits
include: characters in line, ident protected in tubing, ident can be
lined up for easy reading.

Depending on number of characters required – 3 lengths,
available: 20mm, 30mm and 50mm. Supplied pre-cut on A4
sheets.

 Ideal for large volumes.
 Change ident without
cutting wire.

*No special equipment required. Print using ordinary office
laser printer with Labacus Innovator Software. Colour and
resistor colour coding, using a colour laser printer.*
Benefits
ORDER INFORMATION
Product
Code

Label Dims
(mm)

Labels per
Sheet

Sheets per
Pack

Labels per
Pack

L75/20L

20 x 5

75

10/100

750/7500

L45/30L

30 x 5

45

10/100

450/4500

L38/50L

50 x 5

38

10/100

380/3800

Colour
Options

 No special
equipment needed use ordinary office
laser printer.
 Ident protected in
tubing.

Related Products:
2-Part Tubing
P.28

Thermal 2-Part
Labels P.27

Back to Top
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Use Colour Laser Printer.

Material: Self-adhesive Matt
Polyester, Thickness: 25
microns.

RoHS Compliant ✔

Laser Labels
Prolab® Wrap-Around Self Laminating
Cable Labels
A highly durable way to label both data cabling and other cable
types (diameters 5mm to 20mm). The clear end of the label wraps
round and self-laminates so print is protected.
Some labels in range also offer a “deeper” print area
allowing you to reproduce your ident all around the cable.
Print labels sheets through any standard office laser printer.
Additional colour options: Advanced & Professional software
allows you to choose colour of background and font. Use colour
laser printer.
ORDER INFORMATION
Product Code

Cable
OD Ø
(mm)

Printable
Area
(mm)

Labels per
sheet

Sheets per
Pack

Labels per
Pack

P05/2508L*

5

25 x 8

80

10 / 100

800 / 8000

P06/2519L*

6

25 x 19

48

10 / 100

480 / 4800

P08/1212L*

5-8

12 x 12

90

10 / 100

900 / 9000

P08/2512L*

5-8

25 x 12

48

10 / 100

480 / 4800

P08/5012L*

5-8

50 x 12

24

10 / 100

240 / 2400

P13/2520L*

5 - 13

25 x 20

32

10 / 100

320 / 3200

P13/5020L*

5 - 13

50 x 20

16

10 / 100

160 / 1600

P17/2525L*

8 - 17

25 x 25

24

10 / 100

240 / 2400

P20/2520L*

10 - 20

25 x 20

24

10 / 100

240 / 2400

P20/5020L*

10 - 20

50 x 20

12

10 / 100

120 / 1200

Colour
Options

*Specify colour and pack size when ordering. Please Note: Colours shown are for indicative purposes only – shades may vary.

INDEPENDENT TESTING - Testing was performed on finished printed labels. This was in conjunction
with label ranges used in the Oil and Gas Industry. We recognise the Prolab labels may never
encounter such harsh conditions. It is indicative of the quality of the materials that they have been
successfully tested for: H2S, Salt Mist Spray, High/Low Temperature.

Back to Top

 Strong adhesive for
long term bond.
 Print all around the
label.
 Print header information
on each page.
 Print page numbers for
quick identification.

Benefits
 Highly opaque print
surface.
 Independently tested.
 Print part sheets.*
*Labacus Innovator
Advanced and Professional.

Related Products:
Thermal Wrap
Arounds P.29
Optical Fibre
Flag Labels
P.36
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RoHS Compliant ✔
Material: 36 micron Selfadhesive Polyester, Sheet
size: A4

Laser Labels
Prolab® Optical Fibre Flag Labels
The Prolab® optical fibre flag labels offer a strong and effective
way to label optical fibres. There are 3 sizes. The special
shoulder design on 2 of these, enables fast and accurate
placement of the labels so edges are lined up and are square
to each other.
Labels are pre-cut in A4 sheets for easy removal and can be
printed through a standard ordinary office laser printer.
Additional colour options: Advanced & Professional software
allows you to choose colour of background and font. Use
colour laser printer.

 Strong adhesive for
long term bond.
 Print header
information on each
page.
 Print page numbers
for quick
identification.

Benefits
 Special shoulder for
easy fitting.*
 Independently tested.

ORDER INFORMATION

 Print part sheets**

Folded Flag
Label Dims
(mm)

Labels per
Sheet

PF/1020L*

10 x 20

75

10 / 100

750 / 7500

PF/3020L*

30 x 20

30

10 / 100

300 / 3000

PF/3225L*

32 x 25

24

10 / 100

240 / 2400

Product Code

Sheets per
Pack

Labels per
Pack

Colour
Options

*Specify pack size when ordering

*10 x 20mm and 30 x 20mm
** Labacus Innovator
Advanced and Professional.

Related Products:
Laser Wrap
Arounds P.35

INDEPENDENT TESTING - Testing was performed on finished printed labels. This was in conjunction
with label ranges used in the Oil and Gas Industry. We recognise the Prolab labels may never
encounter such harsh conditions. It is indicative of the quality of the materials that they have been
successfully tested for: H2S, Salt Mist Spray, High/Low Temperature.

Back to Top

Laser Tie-on
P.33

36

RoHS Compliant ✔

Laser Labels
Prolab® P/TAG Equipment Labels
P/TAG A4 laser printable labels are very popular in many different markets including:
Data & telecom — used for labelling outlets and faceplates.
Electrical contracting — considerable time savings when labelling sockets ID’s .
Control panels — depending on application, used as alternative to engraved labels.
Warehousing — shelf labelling.
Print with ordinary standard office laser printer. 6 different colours. Minimum 1 pack 10
sheets.

ORDER INFORMATION

 Print header information
on each page.
 Print page numbers for
quick identification.

Label Dims
(mm)

Labels per
Sheet

Sheets per
Pack

Labels per
Pack

P/TAG/1212L*

12 x 12

320

10 / 100

3200 / 32000

P/TAG/1438L*

14 x 38

84

10 / 100

840 / 8400

P/TAG/1506L*

15 x 6

504

10 / 100

5040 / 50400

P/TAG/1512L*

15 x 12

240

10 / 100

2400 / 24000

P/TAG/1608L*

16 x 8

360

10 / 100

3600 / 36000

P/TAG/1709L*

17 x 9

308

10 / 100

3080 / 30800

 Available in 6 different
colours.

P/TAG/2207L*

22 x 7

288

10 / 100

2880 / 28800

 Independently Tested.

P/TAG/2412L*

24 x 12

160

10 / 100

1600 / 16000

 Print part sheets.*

P/TAG/2610L*

26 x 10

161

10 / 100

1610 / 16100

P/TAG/3007L*

30 x 7

210

10 / 100

2100 / 21000

*Labacus Innovator
Advanced and Professional.

P/TAG/3030L*

30 x 30

40

10 / 100

400 / 4000

P/TAG/3318L*

33 x 18

65

10 / 100

650 / 6500

P/TAG/3812L*

38 x 12

100

10 / 100

1000 / 10000

P/TAG/4809L*

48 x 9

112

10 / 100

1120 / 11200

P/TAG/5522L*

55 x 22

33

10 / 100

330 / 3300

P/TAG/6036L*

60 x 36

21

10 / 100

210 / 2100

P/TAG/29730L*

297 x 30

7

10 / 100

70 / 700

P/TAG/A5L*

148 x 210

2

10 / 100

20 / 200

P/TAG/A4L*

297 x 210

1

10 / 100

10 / 100

Product Code

Colour
Options

 Strong adhesive for long
term bond.

Benefits

Related Products:
Laser Engraved
Labels P.43
Traffolyte
Engraved
Labels P.44

*Specify colour and pack size when ordering. Please Note: Colours shown are for indicative purposes only – shades may vary.

Back to

Represents a clear label.
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Material: Self-adhesive
Polyester, Thickness: 50
microns

RoHS Compliant ✔

Laser Labels
Prolab® Patch Panel Labels
The Prolab® range of adhesive Patch labels are supplied precut on A4 sheets. They have proved to be very popular for
labelling patch panel applications.
There are 4 different sizes covering most of the major
applications. These are available in up to 8 different
colours. They can be printed through any standard ordinary
office laser printer, no special equipment required.

 Strong adhesive for long
term bond
 Print header information
on each page.
 Print page numbers for
quick identification.

They are a very effective alternative to engraved labels and
can be produced on site, on demand.
Benefits
ORDER INFORMATION

 Available in up to 8
different colours.

Label
Dims (mm)

Labels
per
Sheet

Sheets
per Pack

Labels per
Pack

PATCH4L*

220 x 9

20

10 / 100

200 / 2000

 Print part sheets.*

PATCH6L*

126 x 9

40

10 / 100

400 / 4000

PATCH8L*

146.5 x 10

24

10 / 100

240 / 24000

*Labacus Innovator
Advanced and Professional.

PATCH10L*

253 x 7

22

10 / 100

220 / 2200

Product Code

Colour
Options

 Independently Tested.

*Specify colour and pack size when ordering. Please Note: Colours shown are for indicative purposes only – shades may vary.

Related Products:
Laser Engraved
Labels P.43
INDEPENDENT TESTING - Testing was performed on finished printed White labels. This was in
conjunction with label ranges used in the Oil and Gas Industry. We recognise the Prolab labels may
never encounter such harsh conditions. It is indicative of the quality of the materials that they have
been successfully tested for: H2S, Salt Mist Spray, High/Low Temperature.

Back to Top

Traffolyte
Engraved
Labels P.44
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RoHS Compliant ✔
Material: Card, Sheet size:
A4

Laser Labels
Prolab® Wiring / Connector Block Labels
The PROLAB PATCH 7LI is designed to enable quick and
easy identification of Krone block strips (Designation strips
51A). Used in conjunction with Labacus Innovator labelling
software which already incorporates a number of relevant
templates and either a standard office laser printer or inkjet
printer.

 Print header information
on each page.
 Print page numbers for
quick identification.

ORDER INFORMATION
Product Code
PATCH7LI

Label Dims
(mm)
104 x 11.5

Labels
Sheets per
per Sheet
Pack
24

10 / 100

Labels
per Pack

Colour
Options

240 / 2400

*Specify colour and pack size when ordering. Please Note: Colours shown are for indicative purposes only – shades may vary.

Benefits
 Print part sheets.*
*Labacus Innovator
Advanced and Professional.

Related Products:
Patch Panel
Labels P.39
P/TAG Labels
P.37

Back to Top
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Endurance® Labels
Pipeline Identification Tape
External Grade
Endurance pipe identification tape in made from the highest
grades of material. It is ideal for demanding environments. It can
be produced in any colour or group of colours with any
message.
INDEPENDENT TESTING - Endurance Pipe ID tape has been
independently tested for a variety of different demanding and
critical conditions including:
6500 hours accelerated UV ageing, H2S, Salt Mist Spray, High/
Low Temperature.
Certificates of conformity based on these tests are available at
no additional cost.

RoHS Compliant ✔
Material: Self-adhesive
Polyester,
Thickness: 50 microns

 Supplied with release
lines for easy
application.
 3 widths depending
on pipe diameter.

ORDER INFORMATION
Product Code

Width (mm)

Length (m)

Rolls per Pack

ET/HD/50/25

50

25

1

ET/HD/50/50

50

50

1

ET/HD/100/25

100

25

1

ET/HD/100/50

100

50

1

ET/HD/150/25

150

25

1

ET/HD/150/20

150

50

1

Benefits
 Custom made to your
requirements.
 Extensive
independent testing.
 Letters of compliance
available.

Related Products:
Modular ID
P.42

Valve Tags
P.32

Back to Top

www.silverfox.co.uk
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Endurance® Labels
Modular Identification System
Endurance Modular ID is ideal for a range of different
applications. It comprises of black plastic rail in metre lengths,
the rail incorporates fixing holes*. It can be cut to length
required. To make up the label, separate characters are slid into
the rail.

RoHS Compliant ✔

The 17mm range is particularly popular as the characters “stand
proud” so that even in dirty conditions the ID can be read.
The 30mm size are flat plates with the print protected under an
outer pre-laminated clear plastic surface.
*The rail can also be supplied with a strong adhesive backing.

ORDER INFORMATION
Product Code
EMC/17/*
EMC/30*
EMC/17/*
EMC/30*
EMC/17/*
EMC/30*

Character / Number / Symbol

Sizes

Qty per Pack

17mm

A-Z

30mm
17mm

0-9

30mm
17mm

+-/

30mm

100

100

100

EMP/17

N/A

17mm Carrier Strip

10

EMP/30

N/A

30mm Carrier Strip

10

*Specify character/ number/ symbol when ordering and size required. e.g.; EMC/17/R, EMC/17/4, EMC/30/+

Benefits
 17mm Characters
stand proud Rub’N’Read.
 Cut rail to desired
length.
 Make up on site.
 Independently tested.

Related Products:
Pipeline ID
Tape P.41

Modular ID is approved for use:

Back to Top

www.silverfox.co.uk

Laser
Engraved
Labels P.43
41

Other Labelling Solutions
Endurance® Laser Engraved Labels.
Silver Fox laser engraved labels are made from high
quality acrylic with/without a self-adhesive backing. Screw
holes can also be added if required.
Size, message and colour are matched to your specific
requirements.

RoHS Compliant ✔

Extensively independently tested.
Depending on the time and size of order, Silver Fox
can offer same day dispatch.

ORDER INFORMATION
Contact our sales team with
your requirements

Tel:
+44 (0) 1707 37 37 27

Email:
sales@silverfox.co.uk

Benefits
 Extensively
independently tested.
 Highly durable.
 Flexible.
 Made to your exact
requirements.
 Supplied with holes, or
adhesive, or both.

Related Products:
Traffolyte
Engraved
labels P.44
Warning Labels
and Signs P.46

Back to Top

www.silverfox.co.uk
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Other Labelling Solutions
Traffolyte Engraved Labels.
Traffolyte labels are mechanically engraved and are
widely used in areas such as London Underground as an
effective method of labelling equipment. Available in a
range of different colours, we produce the labels and
signs to your exact needs.

RoHS Compliant ✔

The finished product can be supplied with/without
adhesive backing and with/without holes.

ORDER INFORMATION
Contact our sales team with
your requirements

Tel:
+44 (0) 1707 37 37 27

Email:
sales@silverfox.co.uk

Benefits
 Suitable for use on the
London Underground.
 Supplied with holes, or
adhesive, or both.
 Custom made to your
requirements.

Related Products:

Traffolyte Engraved Labels
are approved for use:

Back to Top
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Laser
Engraved
labels P.43
Warning Labels
and Signs P.46
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Pipeline Identification Tape
Internal Grade
Self wound pipe identification is ideal for non-demanding
internal applications, it can be produced in any colour or group
of colours with any message. It is made from self-adhesive
PVC. Minimum order of 6 rolls.

RoHS Compliant ✔
Material: Self-adhesive PVC

ORDER INFORMATION
Product Code

Width (mm)

Length (m)

Rolls per Pack

ET/INT/50/33

50

33

1

ET/INT/100/33

100

33

1

ET/INT/150/33

150

33

1

Benefits
 Quick and easy to
apply.

Related Products:
Modular ID
P.42

Pipeline ID
Tape P.41

Back to Top

www.silverfox.co.uk
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Other Labelling Solutions
Warning Labels and Signs
Silver Fox custom made warning signs and labels are
produced on UV stable polycarbonate film (matte or gloss
finish), they offer high temperature and tear resistance and
have excellent dimensional stability. The print is fully scratch
resistant.
The adhesive is a strong acrylic pressure-sensitive adhesive
system. It features high ultimate bond strength with excellent
high temperature performance.

RoHS Compliant ✔
Material: UV Stable
Polycarbonate.
Thickness: 125 or 250
microns, Adhesive: Strong
Acrylic Adhesive

ORDER INFORMATION
Contact our sales team with
your requirements

Tel:
+44 (0) 1707 37 37 27

Email:
sales@silverfox.co.uk

Benefits
 Custom made to your
requirements.
 Highly durable.

Related Products:
Laser Engraved
Labels P.43
Traffolyte
Engraved
Labels P.44

Back to Top
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Other Labelling Solutions
Solar PV Warning Labels
Designed for use on Solar PV system installations, these
warning labels have been produced to comply with DTI
guidelines (DTI/Pub URN 06/ 1972 Guide to the
installation of PV Systems 2nd Edition).
Two options available:
 Labels on Rolls: 10 label types (see below), 100
labels per roll.
 Labels on Sheets: 8 labels per sheet (SFPV001-008),
10 sheets per pack.

RoHS Compliant ✔

ORDER INFORMATION
Label Dims
(mm)

Sheet Size

No. of Labels

Qty per Pack

SFPV001

90 x 30

-

100 per Roll

1

SFPV002

90 x 30

-

100 per Roll

1

SFPV003

90 x 30

-

100 per Roll

1

SFPV004

90 x 30

-

100 per Roll

1

SFPV005

90 x 30

-

100 per Roll

1

SFPV006

90 x 30

-

100 per Roll

1

SFPV007

90 x 30

-

100 per Roll

1

SFPV008

90 x 30

-

100 per Roll

1

SFPV009

90 x 30

-

100 per Roll

1

SFPV010

90 x 30

-

100 per Roll

1

SFPV1-8(SET)

92 x 30

A5

8 per Sheet

10 Sheets

Product Code

Benefits
 Fully compliant with
DTI/Pub URN
06/1972.
 10 different label
types available.

Related
Fox-Flo Labels
P.21

Fox Labels P.22
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Other Solutions
Nylon Cable Ties
Use with our Fox-Flo®, Fox® and Legend™ and tie-on
cable labels. Also useful for binding cable bundles.
Three lengths available:


100mm



200mm



270mm

RoHS Compliant ✔
Material: Nylon 66

Fit diameters OD Ø 20mm – 75mm.

ORDER INFORMATION
Product Code

Length (mm)

Width (mm)

Max Dia. (mm) Qty per Pack

CT-1

100

2.5

20

1000

CT-2

200

4.8

50

1000

CT-3

270

4.8

70

1000

Colour
Options

Related
Fox-Flo Labels
P.21

Fox Labels P.22
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Product Testing
Testing Rationale
Silver Fox is an ISO 9001:2008 registered company. We
recognise that the quality, durability and reliability of our
labelling solutions is critically important to our customers.
A key way of establishing and demonstrating this
durability is for our labels to be tested independently
according to a number of different demanding situations
and conditions.
Unless otherwise stated we test our labels at independently approved external test laboratories
in compliance with a number of recognised international standards.

The purpose of this data sheet is to outline and explain all the various independent tests
undertaken on our label ranges. Please refer to the relevant datasheet for the specifics of the
tests undertaken for that range.

UL 94 Section 8 ‘Vertical Burning Test’
The purpose of the test is to assess the performance of specimens cut from a polymeric sheet
when tested in accordance with the procedure specified in UL 94 Section 8 'Vertical burning test'
for V0, V1 or V2 rating.
Yellow, white, red & blue samples of Fox-Flo® label material tested and all achieved a V0
rating which is the highest rating for this test meaning that no burning particles were
emitted.
Samples of material as detailed by the scope of the procedure were used for testing purposes.

IMO FTPC Part 2 - Smoke and Toxicity Test
The principle of the test method is to expose a material to specific thermal conditions of pyrolysis
and combustion in a continuous procedure. The change in optical density of the smoke produced
when dispersed within a fixed volume of air is recorded throughout the period of the test .
Yellow and White samples of Fox-Flo® material as detailed by the scope of the procedure were
used for testing purposes.

IMO FTPC Part 5 - Surface Spread of Flames
The principle of the test method is for evaluating the flammability characteristics of specimens
held in the vertical orientation. By exposure to a radiant heat source and a pilot flame, means are
provided to observe the times to ignition, spread and extinguishment of flames along the length.
Additionally, the measurement of the stack gas thermocouples are taken as the burning
progresses.
Yellow and white samples of Fox-Flo® material as detailed by the scope of the procedure were
used for testing purposes.

BS 6853:1999 Annex B.1 Toxic Fume Test
The purpose of the test is to determine the performance of a specimen of a product when it is
subjected to the conditions of tests specified in BS 6853:1999 ‘Code of practice for fire
precautions in the design and construction of passenger carrying trains’ Annex B.1 ‘Toxic fume
test’.
Yellow, white, red & blue samples of Fox-Flo® material as detailed by the scope of the procedure
were used for testing purposes.
Back to Top
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BS 6853:1999 Annex D.8.3 Smoke Density
The purpose of the test is to determine the performance of a specimen of a product when it is
subjected to the conditions of tests specified in BS 6853:1999 ‘Code of practice for fire
precautions in the design and construction of passenger carrying trains’ Annex D.8.3 ‘Small-scale
test’.
Yellow, white, red & blue samples of Fox-Flo® material as detailed by the scope of the procedure
were used for testing purposes.

BS EN ISO 4589-2:1999 Oxygen Index
The purpose of the test is to determine the performance of a material when it is tested in
accordance with BS EN ISO 4589-2:1999 ‘Plastics - Determination of burning behaviour by
oxygen index Part 2 Ambient - temperature test’.

Depending on application, London Underground Limited's minimum requirements are between
28% - 30%. All four colours were tested and depending on the colour, our Fox-Flo®
material achieved results of between 44.6% and 48%.
Yellow, white, red and blue, samples of Fox-Flo® material as detailed by the scope of the
procedure were used for testing purposes.

UV Weathering - ISO 4982 Part 3 Method A Cycle 1
Testing was performed to ISO 4892 Part 3 Method A Cycle 1. This is a fluorescent tube UV
weathering test using a UV weathering tester. This is probably the most widely used UV
weathering tester in the world. The test involves an 8 hr. cycle of intense UV at 60°C, followed by
a 4 hour period of condensation at 50°C. The condensation is produced by heating a water pan in
the base of the machine, producing evaporation; this causes condensation of purified water on
the samples which are mounted at an angle above the pan. This is important in the degradation
process in that it assists in the propagation of cracks and in the case of self-adhesive labels, will
also encourage de-bonding.
The independent testing house that performed the UV Weathering test have stated that their
testing experience has shown that typical ISO 4892-3 testing probably has an acceleration factor
of around 10-20 times real life for a Northern European Climate.
There are many factors and variables which can affect the equivalents such as angle of the
sample to the sun, shading, temperature and localised pollution effects etc. These figures give no
guarantee or warranty but they do serve to give a rough indication of the correlation between
testing and real-world conditions.
The ISO 4892 Part 2 Method A Cycle 1 UV weathering test was chosen as this one of the most
widely recognised UV weathering test standard in the world.
The longest tests performed on any product in any industry by the independent testing house
have been around 6000 hours. For a number of key products, we successfully extended this
duration by up to 331/3% to a successful stop point of 8000 hours.
Examples include: 8000 hours Fox-Flo® Tie-On Cable Labels, 8000 hours Endurance
Modular, 8000 hours Laser Engraved labels and 6500 hours for the Endurance ® External
Pipe ID Tape.
The duration of the test is detailed on the specific datasheet for that product.
Depending on the label type, final printed labels either factory produced, thermally or laser
printed were used for the purpose of the testing.
Back to Top
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H2S Sour Gas Exposure (2% H2S)
Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S) is a very chemically aggressive species and frequently attacks
polymeric components (either elastomeric or thermoplastic) causing loss of mechanical
properties and/or discolouration.
Sour gas exposure testing of Silver labels at 30°C and 10 bar pressure for 166 hours in 2% H 2S
was successfully completed. Performance was evaluated by measuring changes in visual
observation after exposure.
Where H2S is present, plastics will tend to turn brown. In the oil and gas industry, where it is also
a significant health and safety issue, personal exposure is limited to 10 parts per million
(ppm) in an 8 hour shift. Our labels have been successfully independently tested for
20,000 ppm for 7 days at 10 bar. This accelerated testing would be expected to most likely
represent a life in excess of 50 years, with a constant background level of 10ppm.
Depending on the label type, final printed labels either factory produced, thermally or laser
printed were used for the purpose of the test.

IEC60068-2-52 Test Kb Salt Mist (Cyclic)
The purpose of the test is to determine the suitability of components and equipment for use or
exposure in a salt-laden atmosphere.
The test was performed at Severity 1 and using marine environment simulation solution. The
duration of the test was two hours Salt Mist exposure followed by 7 days at 35°C 90% / 95%
relative humidity with four cycles repeated in succession over a period of 28 days.
Severity 1 is the most severe solution. Severity 1 is intended to be used in a marine
environments or in close proximity to the sea.
Visual inspection was performed and observations were then recorded.
Depending on the label type, final printed labels either factory produced, thermally or laser
printed were used for the purpose of the test.

MIL-STD-202G Method 106G - Moisture Resistance
The moisture resistance test is performed for the purpose of evaluating, in an accelerated
manner, the resistance of component parts and constituent materials to the deteriorative effects
of the high-humidity and heat conditions typical of tropical environments.
Testing comprised temperature cycling between 25°C and 65°C with 80% to 100% relative
humidity and five excursions to -10°C with uncontrolled humidity.
Duration: 10 x 24 hour cycles following 24 hours preconditioning at 50°C. Visual inspection was
performed and observations were then recorded.
Depending on the label type, final printed labels either factory produced, thermally or laser
printed were used for the purpose of the test.
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MIL-STD-202G Method 108A - Elevated Temperature
This test is conducted for the purpose of determining the effects on electrical and mechanical
characteristics of a part, resulting from exposure of the part to an elevated ambient temperature
for a specific length of time.
The duration and temperature of the test is detailed in the specific product datasheet. Visual
inspection was performed and observations were then recorded.
Depending on the label type, tests were performed at 70°C for 500 hours, followed by 85°C
for 500 hours then followed by a further 1000 hours at 100°C. For more information, please
refer to the relevant datasheet for specific products.
Depending on the label type, final printed labels either factory produced, thermally or laser
printed were used for the purpose of the test.

MIL-STD-810F Method 502.4 - Low Temperature
This test is conducted for the purpose of using low temperature testing to measure how low
temperature conditions during storage, operation and manipulation affect material safety, integrity
and performance.
Flexible labels/materials were manipulated by attempting to bend using bare hand force
only whilst at -40°C. Adhesive labels such as P/TAG labels that had been stuck to rigid
surfaces were not manipulated. For more information, please refer to the relevant
datasheet for specific products.
Visual inspection was performed and observations were then recorded.
Depending on the label type, final printed labels either factory produced, thermally or laser
printed were used for the purpose of the test.
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Product Testing

Fox-Flo® Labels
Tested to UL 94 Section 8
‘Vertical burning test’ Rating V0

















45.4%

44.6%

45.4%

48%

BS 6853:1999 Annex D.8.3
Smoke Emission









BS 6853:1999 Annex B.1
Toxic Fume









IMO FTPC Part 2
Smoke & Toxicity





IMO FTPC Part 5
Surface Spread of Flames





BS EN ISO 4589-2:1999
Oxygen Index

Tests above were testing the Fox Flo material. Tests Below were testing a printed label.

H2S Sour Gas
20,000 ppm 7
days

FoxFlo

Legend™
Tie on (T)

Premium
Heat
Shrink

LSZH
Heat
Shrink

LNST
NonShrink

2-Part
Labels
(T)

2-Part
Tubing

WrapAround
(T)

Legend™
Tie on
(L)




















ISO 4982 Part 3
Method A Cycle
1 UV
Weathering

MIL-STD-202G
Method 108A
High
Temperature





8000
500 hours
hours









3000
hours

Yellow
1000
hours
White
4000
hours

500
hours

500
hours

500
hours

500
hours





3000
hours



















C

C

C

C

B

A

A

C

C

MIL-STD-810F
Method 502.4
Low
Temperature 72
Hours @ -40oC



















IEC60068-2-52
Test Kb Salt
Mist (Cyclic)



























MIL-STD-202G
Method 106G
Moisture
Resistance



(T) - Thermal Label. (L) - Laser Label.
A - 500 hours @ 70°C. B - 1000 hours @ 70°C to 85°C. C - 2000 hours @ 70°C to 100°C.
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Product Testing

H2S Sour Gas
20,000 ppm
7 days

2-Part
Labels (L)

WrapAround
(L)

Optical
Flag
Labels

Equipment
Labels Self
Adhesive

Patch
Panel
Labels

Pipe
Marking
tape (E)

Endurance
Modular ID
system

Laser
Engraved
Labels

Solar PV
warning
Labels


























500
hours

500
hours

1000
hours

3000 hours







A

B

MIL-STD810F
Method502.4
Low
Temperature
72 Hours @ 40oC



IEC60068-252 Test Kb
Salt Mist
(Cyclic)



MIL-STD202G Method
106G
Moisture
Resistance



ISO 4982 Part
3 Method A
Cycle 1 UV
Weathering

MIL-STD202G Method
108A High
Temperature









3000
hours

6500
hours

8000
hours

8000
hours











C

C

C

C

B

C





































Rolls 500
hours
Sheets 3000
hours







(T) - Thermal Label. (L) - Laser Label. (E) - External grade.
A - 500 hours @ 70°C. B - 1000 hours @ 70°C to 85°C. C - 2000 hours @ 70°C to 100°C.
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Development Timeline

1994 INDUSTRY FIRST
Labelling software with pre-loaded patch
panel templates.

1995 INDUSTRY FIRST
Pre-perforated A4 sheets for Krone blocks.

2002 INDUSTRY FIRST
Plug’N’Play thermal printer launched.

2003 INDUSTRY FIRST
Multiple roll printing for heatshrink
launched.

2004 INDUSTRY FIRST

1996
To allow more information 50mm wide wrap
-around cable label introduced for data
cables.

50mm length 2-part wire markers
introduced.

2005 INDUSTRY FIRST
1997 INDUSTRY FIRST
Full range of EIA/TIA 606A colour labels
introduced.

Software that could produce cross-ferruling
for wire idents.

2005 INDUSTRY FIRST
1998 INDUSTRY FIRST
Laser printable tie-on cable labels
developed and manufactured.

1999 INDUSTRY FIRST
Patented functionality for generation of
ident's for speed.

2001 INDUSTRY FIRST
Try before you buy web-downloadable full
version software.

2-part wire marker labels printable through
a standard laser printer introduced.

2005
Low smoke, zero-halogen heatshrink
introduced.

2005 INDUSTRY FIRST
Resistor colour-coding introduced into
software for use with standard office colour
laser printing.

2005 INDUSTRY FIRST

2001 INDUSTRY FIRST

All labels tested for Hydrogen Sulphide
(H2S).

Comprehensive context-sensitive help
module included in software.

2007 INDUSTRY FIRST
Automated web-update introduced into
software.
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Development Timeline

2007 INDUSTRY FIRST
Printable non-shrink tubing introduced.

2012 INDUSTRY FIRST
Printing heatshrink/non-shrink idents for
both ends of a wire at the same time.

2009
New DTP-1 Plug’N’Play thermal printer
introduced.

2014 INDUSTRY FIRST
Introduced supply option allowing small quantities
of 6 different colour options of our P/TAG range.

2009
Same thermal printer ribbon for all different
label types introduced.

2010 INDUSTRY FIRST
Universal guidance system for heatshrink
and non-shrink tubing.

2014 INDUSTRY FIRST
8000 hours of UV Testing completed for our
Fox-Flo® and Endurance® Modular range.

2014 INDUSTRY FIRST
6500 hours of UV Testing completed for our
Endurance® Pipeline ID Tape.

2010
Training and information videos introduced
on website.

2015 INDUSTRY FIRST

2011

Whole new user interface on Software. One
label software download allowing seamless
upgrade.

Wrap-around cable label developed with
print area all around the cable.

2015 INDUSTRY FIRST

2012

Internal instruction videos included in the
Software.

Fox-Flo® Low smoke, zero-halogen tie-on
cable labels introduced.

2015

2012

5 new ranges of labels introduced. All
printed using Same Software/printer/ribbon.

Software option to strike through Ø and
underline and of 6 or 9 or 8.

2012 INDUSTRY FIRST

2015
Bar Codes and QR Codes introduced to
software.

Variable repetition of column information in
a spreadsheet.

2015
USB port identification upgrades.

Our Innovation Continues...
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Terms and Conditions of Sale

Terms and conditions of Sale

4. Title
4.1 Title to the Goods shall not pass to the Buyer until it makes full payment for the Goods or

1. General

resells the Goods, whichever is the earlier.

1.1 “Buyer” means the person ordering goods or services from the Company. “Company”

4.2 Until title passes, the Buyer will not interfere with or remove any packaging or identification

means Silver Fox Limited, Swallow Court, Swallowfields, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire,

marks or batch numbers which identify the Goods as the Company’s property and the Buyer

AL7 1SA. “Goods” means the products which the Company is to supply subject to these terms

shall store Goods separately or label them so that they can be identified as belonging to the

including any part or parts of them.

Company. The Company has the right to enter any premises where the Goods are stored to

1.2 An order shall only be deemed to be accepted when the Company actions it, at which point

verify this.
4.3 If, before title passes, the Buyer becomes insolvent, is declared bankrupt or makes any

a contract shall come into existence subject to these terms.
1.3 These terms shall apply to the contract to the exclusion of any other terms that the Buyer
may seek to impose or incorporate, or which are implied by trade, custom, practice or course of
dealing.

proposal to his creditors for any composition or voluntary arrangement or, if the Buyer is a
company, an administrator, supervisor, administrative receiver or liquidator is appointed in
respect of its business, the Buyer’s right to use or resell the Goods shall terminate and the
Company has the right to enter any premises where the Goods are to recover them and may, if

1.4 No waiver, alteration or modification of these terms shall be binding unless in writing

necessary, detach or remove the Goods or any part of them from anything to which they may

expressly incorporated and signed by a Director or the Secretary of the Company.

be attached.

1.5 The Company’s employees and agents are not authorised to make any representation
concerning the Goods unless confirmed by the Company in writing. The Buyer hereby waives

5. Deliveries
5.1 Delivery dates are approximate and time for delivery shall not be of the essence. The

any rights in breach of any representations not in writing.
1.6 The use and application of the Goods is entirely at the Buyer’s risk. It is the responsibility of
the Buyer to satisfy itself that the Goods are suitable for the Buyer’s intended purpose.
1.7 The Company reserves the right to adjust dimensions and/or make any changes in the
specification of Goods at any time which are considered by the Company not to materially affect
their quality or performance. The Company reserves the right at all times to alter unit quantities

Company shall not be liable for any loss, penalties or damage, direct or indirect, occasioned by
delayed delivery and in no case shall delay be a ground for rejecting Goods.
5.2 All offers of Goods from stock are subject to Goods remaining unsold at the time of receipt
of order.
5.3

Where Goods are delivered in instalments each delivery shall constitute a separate

of any Goods and to supply Goods in multiples of unit quantity at its discretion and to invoice

contract and any delay or failure to deliver any instalment shall not entitle the Buyer to treat the

accordingly.

contract as a whole as repudiated.

2. Price

5.4 The Buyer must notify the Company of any non-delivery or delivery of an incorrect quantity

2.1 The price of Goods shall be the price quoted or, where no price is quoted, the Company’s
normal selling price of the Goods at the date of acceptance of the order.
2.2 At any time prior to delivery the Company may give notice to the Buyer of an increase in
price of the Goods to reflect any increase in cost of the Goods to the Company due to any
factor beyond the control of the Company.

of Goods within 10 working days of the date of delivery. If the Buyer fails to do this it shall not
be entitled to a credit in respect of such non-delivery or delivery of an incorrect quantity.
5.5 If the Company fails to deliver the Goods for a reason other than any cause beyond the
Company’s reasonable control or the fault of the Buyer, the Company’s liability to the Buyer
shall be limited to the excess (if any) of the cost to the Buyer (in the cheapest available market)
of similar goods to replace those not delivered over the price of the Goods.

2.3 If, after the date of an order and before delivery of the order, there is an increase in the
price of the Goods, then this increase in price shall be charged to and paid by the Buyer.

5.6 If the Buyer fails to call for or take delivery of the Goods the Company may store the Goods
until actual delivery for the reasonable cost of storage or sell the Goods at the best price readily

2.4

Quotations are subject to acceptance within 30 days from the date of quotation.

obtainable and (after deducting all reasonable storage and selling expenses) account to the

2.5

The Company is under no obligation to supply the Buyer with price lists.

Buyer for the excess over the contract price or charge the Buyer for any shortfall below that

2.6 Except as otherwise stated herein or agreed in writing all prices are on an ex-works basis
and the Buyer is liable to pay the Company’s charges for transport, packing and insurance.
2.7 All prices are exclusive of V.A.T and any other applicable purchase tax which shall be
payable by the Buyer in addition to the price of the Goods at the applicable rate.
2.8 If any provision of these terms is held by any competent tribunal or arbitrator to be invalid
or unenforceable in the whole or in part the validity of the other provisions of these terms and

price.
5.7 Risk of damage to and loss of the Goods will pass to the Buyer:
5.7.1 if ex-works, at the time when the Company notifies the Buyer that the Goods are ready
for collection; or
5.7.2 if the Goods are to be delivered to the Buyer, at the time of delivery (or, if the Buyer
wrongfully fails to take delivery of the Goods, at the time when the Company first attempts to

the remainder of the provision in question shall not be affected.

deliver them).

3. Settlement Terms
3.1 The Company may invoice the Buyer at any time on or after the dispatch of the Goods and
the Buyer shall pay the price stated on the invoice plus any applicable VAT. Dependent on the
value of order, credit maybe given up to 30 days from date of invoice, subject to satisfactory (i)
credit application (ii) trade references and/ or credit reports. Silver Fox reserve the absolute
right to close an account due to poor payment record or account becoming dormant.
3.2 If the Goods are to be collected by the Buyer or if the Buyer wrongfully fails to take delivery
of the Goods, the Company shall be entitled to invoice the Buyer for the price at any time after
the Company has notified the Buyer that the Goods are ready for collection or (as the case may

6. Return of Goods and cancellation of orders
6.1 In the event that the Buyer mistakenly orders or the Company supplies the wrong Goods,
the

Goods

may,

subject

to

clause

6.3,

be

returned

and

replaced

as

follows:

6.1.1 the Buyer must advise the Company of the error within 48 hours of receipt of the Goods
and

obtain

the

prior

agreement

of

the

Company

to

exchange

the

Goods;

6.1.2 the Buyer must return the Goods properly and securely packaged in their original state,
condition and packaging to the Company by pre-paid carrier service or otherwise as the
Company directs within 10 working days;
6.1.3 if the Goods were incorrectly ordered, the Buyer must pay the costs of delivery (of the

be) the Company has tendered delivery of the Goods.
3.3 The Company may issue monthly statements of account. The Company will not enter into
any correspondence relating to disputes arising therefrom unless such disputes are submitted
in writing to the credit controller of the Company within 14 days of the date of a disputed

original and any replacement Goods), of return, a re-stocking charge and any price difference
between the original and any replacement Goods;
6.1.4 if the Goods were mistakenly supplied, the Company will pay the costs of return (such
costs not to exceed the original cost of delivery of the Goods), and the delivery costs of the

monthly statement.
3.4 The Company reserves the right to suspend deliveries and to revoke any other trading

replacement Goods.
6.2 The Buyer may not cancel a mistaken order for Goods which have to be manufactured or

benefits for non-compliance with payment terms.
3.5 The Company reserves the right to impose a late payment charge on invoices not settled
within the period stated in clause 3.1 at the rate of 3% of the invoice total per month or part

made up specially (whether in the Company’s sales literature or otherwise) or for Goods which
are not the Company’s current stock.

thereof and may compound such interest charges on a monthly basis.
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Terms and Conditions of Sale

7. Defective Goods and liability

7.9

7.1

following discovery of the fault and shall not in any case be valid unless submitted within 12

The Company undertakes reasonable product testing (for details see Product Testing

A warranty claim shall not be valid unless received by the Company within 30 days

Datasheets). However, if any defect or failure occurs then the following clause sets out the only

months of the invoice date or 6 months after installation, whichever period is shortest.

remedies available to the Buyer:

7.10 The Company cannot be held responsible for errors in drawings, information, artwork or

7.2 The Company warrants that, on delivery and for a period of 12 months from the invoice date

samples after they have been approved by the Buyer.

or 6 months after installation, whichever period is shortest, the Goods will be of satisfactory

7.11 The Company shall not in any circumstances whatsoever or howsoever arising be liable to

quality. The Buyer agrees to inspect the Goods on delivery and notify the Company of any

the Buyer for any loss of profit or consequential loss arising out of any defect in the Goods

obvious defects within 7 working days of delivery.

supplied by the Company.

7.3 The Company’s liability in respect of any defect in or failure of the Goods is limited to the

7.12 The Company does not make any representations or warranties regarding the suitability of

supply of replacement Goods or the repair of defective Goods provided that:

any product for particular or specific uses and accepts no liability whatsoever in relation thereto.

7.3.1 the Goods have been installed and used properly; and

Selection of Goods for particular or specific purposes is the sole responsibility of the Buyer.
7.13

7.3.2 the Goods are returned to the Company at the Company’s cost if so requested; and
7.3.3

the defects must arise out of faulty design or the use of faulty materials or bad

Nothing in these terms shall limit or exclude the Company’s liability for (a) death or

personal injury caused by its negligence or (b) fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.
8. Indemnity

workmanship on the part of the Company.
The provisions of clause 7.2 shall apply to any repaired or replacement Goods.

The Buyer shall hold the Company harmless against any loss, damage or expense resulting

7.5 In respect of Goods not of the Company’s manufacture the Manufacturer’s or Distributor’s

from infringement of patents or trade marks arising from compliance by the Company with the

or Supplier’s warranties will apply. These warranties extend only to repair or replacement, at the

Buyer’s design, specifications or instructions.

option of the Manufacturer or Distributor or Supplier, of warranted Goods which are returned,

9. Statutory Observance

carriage prepaid to the Company by the Buyer and which have been determined by the

The Company shall be relieved of all liability whatsoever and to the extent to which fulfilment of

Company or the Manufacturer or Distributor or Supplier to be defective. These warranties do not

its obligations is prevented, frustrated or impeded as a consequence of conforming to any

apply to any Goods which have been:

statute, or any rule, regulation, order or requisition made thereunder, or by any cause beyond its

7.5.1 repaired or altered; or

control.

7.5.2 subjected to misuse, neglect or accident.

10. Health and Safety at Work Act etc.

7.6 The Company shall have no liability to the Buyer in respect of Goods which do not conform

The Company cannot accept any liability whatsoever for any misuse of Goods. For these

with their specification due to:

purposes “Misuse” shall include but without limitation the handling of Goods by persons not

7.6.1 changes or adjustments made by the Company under clause 1.7; or,

suitably trained or skilled or qualified or in a manner which is contrary to best practice in the

7.4

7.6.2 for Goods not of the Company’s manufacture, changes made by third party suppliers

11. Proper Law and Jurisdiction

which do not materially affect the quality or performance of the Goods.
7.7

If the Buyer is aware that Goods are not in conformity with their specification and,

These terms shall be interpreted in accordance with English Law and the courts of England and
Wales shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute or claim arising out of or in

notwithstanding, accepts them, the Company shall have no liability.
7.8 All other warranties and conditions, whether express or implied, statutory or otherwise as to
quality or fitness of the Goods for any purpose are hereby excluded.

relevant industry.

connection with these terms.
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Silver Fox Limited
Swallow Court
Swallowfields
Welwyn Garden City
Hertfordshire
AL7 1SA
United Kingdom
“SILVER FOX ®, ENDURANCE
®, FOX ®, FOX IN A BOX ®,
FOX-FLO ®, LABACUS ®,
LABACUS
INNOVATOR
®,
LABELFLEX ®, PROLAB ®,
SILFOX ®, TIP TIME INTO
PROFIT ®, Silver Fox Definitive
Labelling logo ® and the Fox
logo ® are registered trade
marks of Silver Fox Limited in the
UK and/or European Union and
other jurisdictions throughout the
world. LEGEND ™ is a trade
mark of Silver Fox.”
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